Large scale AV installations can be an involved and time consuming business. However, Peerless-AV believe that bigger, both in terms of screen sizes or number of displays, does not have to mean more complicated. By constantly striving to improve the versatility and ease of use of our products, and through working closely with installers and integrators the new Modular Series product range is designed to ensure the very best installer experience.

Designed around a standard 50mm diameter twin column the components in this series can be combined to fulfill multiple requirements, from a single ceiling mounted display to an unlimited floor-to-ceiling video wall array. With a minimum number of SKUs and a simple, intuitive method of selecting the required parts it could not be simpler to create the bespoke Modular Series arrangement that is ideally suited to your next project.

For peace of mind all Modular Series products are tested to the highest UL mounting safety standards to withstand four times the rated load capacity. They also include a number of innovative features and benefits, such as incremental tilt and back-to-back screen options, making them the most versatile and easy to install products available.

**The Modular Series Difference**

- **TWIN POLE DESIGN**
  - ensures a sturdy and secure mounting foundation with each system able to accommodate up to 192kg

- **UNIVERSAL MOUNTING**
  - for flat panel displays from 46” to 90”, up to with VESA® 600x400mm (adaptors available for other mounting hole patterns)

- **BACK-TO-BACK**
  - option for simple and effective creation of a double sided display from a single system

- **PORTRAIT / LANDSCAPE**
  - orientation with versatility to mount both ways from a single screen adaptor or with specific video wall options.

- **FIXING KITS SUPPLIED**
  - for screen attachment, with security options available for displays in public areas

- **TILT ADJUSTMENT**
  - from +20° to -5°, with specific settings at 5° increments, for perfect and consistent viewing angle

- **MULTIPLE DISPLAYS**
  - can be mounted onto each system, and can be positioned anywhere along the column length.

- **ANY LENGTH**
  - can be achieved with poles cuttable to shorter length and ability to extend by connecting multiple units

- **DURABLE FINISH**
  - with powder coated black parts and zinc finish which prevent rusting and resists scratches and chips

- **MODERN AESTHETICS**
  - for a clean appearance with base plate covers and cable management ability within the poles
The Modular Series Difference
Peerless-AV’s Modular Mounting Solutions provide the versatility and durability professional AV installations require. With a wide variety of configurations available, you can choose between already-configured mount kits, or you can “build your own” solution to fit your specific application. For peace of mind, all Modular products are tested to the highest UL mounting safety standards to withstand four times the rated load capacity.
PROJECTOR MOUNT KITS

- Projector Mount Ceiling Kit

TWIN POLE VIDEO WALL SYSTEMS

- Dual Pole Free Standing Video Wall System
- Dual Pole Floor-to-Ceiling Video Wall System
- Dual Pole Floor-to-Wall Video Wall System
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TWIN POLE MODULAR CEILING SYSTEM

A versatile solution for mounting single or multiple flat panel displays from a ceiling, with a choice of 2 ceiling fixings, heavy duty flat plate or I-beam connector. Choose between single or back-to-back mounting along with accessories such as Media Box holders (MOD-MBM & MOD-MBL) for a clean and stylish appearance.

MOD-CPF2 CEILING PLATE
Mounts to wood or concrete ceilings; Optional cover (MOD-ACF2)

MOD-P150(-B) EXTENSION POLES
59" (1.5m) length, 2" (50mm) diameter

MOD-UNL2 LARGE UNIVERSAL ADAPTOR
For 46" to 90" displays

SELECT THE MOUNTING CONFIGURATION

MOD-FPMS2 Dual Pole Single Display Mount
MOD-FPMD2 Dual Pole Back-to-Back Display Mount
MOD-ASC2 Dual Pole Display Mount Stacking Clamp

IDENTIFY THE DISPLAY ADAPTOR

MOD-UNL2 Large Universal Adaptor

SELECT THE MOUNTING PLATE TYPE

MOD-CPF2 Dual Pole Square Ceiling Plate
MOD-CPF2 Dual Pole Ceiling Plate

SELECT THE POLE LENGTH & ACCESSORIES

Extension Poles:
MOD-P100(-B): 39" (1m)
MOD-P150(-B): 59" (1.5m)
MOD-P200(-B): 78" (2m)
MOD-P300(-B): 118" (3m)

MOD-ATD-W Trim Disc
MOD-APC Pole Coupler
MOD-ADF Pole Drill Fixture

SELECT OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

MOD-ACAP Tube end cap
ACC925 Security Fastener Pack

CHOOSE THE MOUNTING PLATE TYPE

OR

MOD-CPF2 Dual Pole Square Ceiling Plate
MOD-CPF2 Dual Pole Ceiling Plate

IDENTIFY THE DISPLAY ADAPTOR

MOD-UNL2 Large Universal Adaptor

SELECT THE MOUNTING CONFIGURATION
TWIN POLE FLOOR-TO-CEILING SYSTEM

Secured top and bottom with the heavy duty plates, this floor-to-ceiling arrangement is the perfect solution to display a number of screens for a wide variety of applications. The MOD-ASC2 can clamp anywhere along the pole length for versatile screen positioning, while multiple poles can be connected to achieve extended heights using the MOD-APC accessory.

INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS TO "BUILD YOUR OWN" SOLUTION

1. CHOOSE THE MOUNTING PLATE TYPE

   - MOD-CPF2
     - Dual Pole Ceiling Plate
     - Mounts to wood or concrete ceilings; Optional cover (MOD-ACF2)

2. SELECT THE POLE LENGTH & ACCESSORIES

   - MOD-P300(-B)
     - Extension Poles: 118" (3m) length, 2" (50mm) diameter

3. SELECT THE MOUNTING CONFIGURATION

   - MOD-FPMS2
     - Dual Pole Single Display Mount
     - With +20°/-5° tilt adjustment for ideal viewing angle

   - MOD-UNL2
     - Large Universal Adaptor
     - For 46" to 90" displays

4. IDENTIFY THE DISPLAY ADAPTOR

   - MOD-UNL2
     - Large Universal Adaptor

5. SELECT OPTIONAL ACCESSORY

   - MOD-ADF
     - Pole Drill Fixture

   - MOD-ATD-W
     - Trim Disc

   - MOD-APC
     - Pole Coupler

   - MOD-ACF2
     - Dual Pole Cosmetic Cover for MOD-CPF2

   - ACC925
     - Security Fastener Pack

VESAV Pattern
up to 600 x 400mm

Max Load
211lb (96kg) per display
422lb (192kg) total
INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS TO “BUILD YOUR OWN” SOLUTION

1. CHOOSE THE MOUNTING PLATE TYPE
   - MOD-CPF2: Dual Pole Square Floor Plate
   - MOD-WP2: Dual Pole Wall Plate

2. SELECT THE POLE LENGTH & ACCESSORIES
   - MOD-ATD-W: Trim Disc
   - MOD-APC: Pole Coupler
   - MOD-ADF: Pole Drill Fixture
   - Extension Poles:
     - MOD-P100(-B): 39” (1m)
     - MOD-P150(-B): 59” (1.5m)
     - MOD-P200(-B): 78” (2m)
     - MOD-P300(-B): 118” (3m)

3. SELECT THE MOUNTING CONFIGURATION
   - MOD-FPMS2: Dual Pole Single Display Mount
   - MOD-ASC2: Dual Pole Display Mount Stacking Clamp

4. IDENTIFY THE DISPLAY ADAPTOR
   - MOD-UNL2: Large Universal Adaptor

5. SELECT OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
   - MOD-ACAP: Tube end cap
   - ACC925: Security Fastener Pack

TWIN POLE FLOOR TO WALL SYSTEM

When space is limited create an eye-catching visual display against a wall or in a totem arrangement aligned to a column or pillar. The MOD-WP2 wall bracket positions each screen a mere 172mm from the wall for a discrete appearance and includes fine adjustment of ±22mm to enable a simple way to ensure columns are installed vertically.

- VESA® Pattern up to 600 x 400mm
- Max Load: 21 lb (9.6kg) per display, 422 lb (192kg) total
TWIN POLE FREESTANDING SYSTEM

This versatile free standing configuration is ideal for a wide range of applications from retail store window displays to advertising, information and wayfinding points in shopping centres and leisure complexes. The option of back-to-back screen mounting enables users to double the display area from a single footprint and maximise impact.

VESA® Pattern
up to 600 x 400mm

Max Load
211lb (96kg) per display
422lb (192kg) total

MOD-FPMS2
DUAL POLE SINGLE DISPLAY MOUNT
With +20°/-5° tilt adjustment for ideal viewing angle

MOD-FPP2
DUAL POLE FREE STANDING FLOOR PLATE
Mounts to concrete or wood floors

MOD-FPMD2
DUAL POLE BACK-TO-BACK DISPLAY MOUNT

MOD-ASC2
DUAL POLE DISPLAY MOUNT STACKING CLAMP
Clamps around Extension Poles to stack multiple single or back-to-back displays

MOD-P200(-B)
EXTENSION POLES
78" (2m) length, 2" (50mm) diameter

MOD-UNL2
LARGE UNIVERSAL ADAPTOR
For 46" to 90" displays

MOD-ADF
Pole Drill Fixture

MOD-ACAP
Tube end cap

AC0925
Security Fastener Pack

INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS TO “BUILD YOUR OWN” SOLUTION

1. CHOOSE THE MOUNTING PLATE TYPE

2. SELECT THE POLE LENGTH & ACCESSORIES

3. SELECT THE MOUNTING CONFIGURATION

4. IDENTIFY THE DISPLAY ADAPTOR

5. SELECT OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
MOD-FPSKITXXX & MOD-FPSKITXXX-CPF
FLAT PANEL CEILING MOUNT KIT

These one box Modular Series kits include all the components required to ceiling mount a single 32” to 75” flat panel display. Complete with cathedral ceiling plate, can be angled up to 60° for use with sloping ceilings, or heavy duty flat ceiling plate these solutions are packed with innovative features that reduce installation time and maximize versatility.

**INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS TO “BUILD YOUR OWN” SOLUTION**

1. **CHOOSE THE MOUNTING PLATE TYPE**
   - MOD-CPF: Square Ceiling Plate
   - MOD-CPI: I-Beam Ceiling Plate
   - MOD-CPC: Cathedral Ceiling Plate

2. **SELECT THE POLE LENGTH & ACCESSORIES**
   - Extension Poles:
     - MOD-P100(-B): 39” (1m)
     - MOD-P150(-B): 59” (1.5m)
     - MOD-P200(-B): 78” (2m)
     - MOD-P300(-B): 118” (3m)

3. **SELECT THE MOUNTING CONFIGURATION**
   - MOD-FPMS: Single Display Mount
   - MOD-FPMD: Back-to-Back Display Mount
   - MOD-ASC: Display Mount Stacking Clamp

4. **IDENTIFY THE DISPLAY ADAPTOR**
   - MOD-UNM: Medium Universal Adaptor
   - MOD-UNL: Large Universal Adaptor
   - ACC-V2X2: VESA® 200 x 200 adaptor

5. **SELECT OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES**
   - MOD-ACAP: Tube end cap
   - ACC918: Security Fastener Pack

**KIT INCLUDES:**
1. MOD-CPC Cathedral Ceiling Plate
2. MOD-P100(-B) 39” Zinc Extension Pole
3. MOD-UNL Large Universal Adaptor
4. MOD-FPMS Single Display Mount

VESA® Pattern
up to 600 x 400mm

Max Load
132lb (60kg) per display

MOD-CPC CATHEDRAL CEILING PLATE
Can be angled up to 60° for use with vaulted or sloping ceilings

MOD-P100(-B)/150(-B)
EXTENSION POLE
39” (1m) or 59” (1.5m) length,
2” (50mm) diameter

MOD-UNL LARGE UNIVERSAL ADAPTOR
For 32” to 75” displays

MOD-FPMS SINGLE DISPLAY MOUNT
With +20°/-5° tilt lockable in 5° increments and 360° rotation for ideal viewing angle
MOD-FCSKIT300
FLOOR-TO-CEILING KIT FOR SINGLE SCREEN

This versatile free standing configuration is ideal for a wide range of applications from retail store window displays to advertising, information and wayfinding points in shopping centres and leisure complexes. The option of back-to-back screen mounting enables users to double the display area from a single footprint and maximise impact.

INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS TO “BUILD YOUR OWN” SOLUTION

1. CHOOSE THE MOUNTING PLATE TYPE
   - MOD-CPF Ceiling Plate
   - MOD-UNL Large Universal Adaptor
   - MOD-FPMS Single Display Mount

2. SELECT THE POLE LENGTH & ACCESSORIES
   - MOD-P300(-B) Extension Pole 118” (3m) length, 2” (50mm) diameter
   - MOD-CPF Floor Plate
   - MOD-UNL Large Universal Adaptor

3. SELECT THE MOUNTING CONFIGURATION
   - MOD-ASC Display Mount Stacking Clamp
   - MOD-UNL Large Universal Adaptor

4. IDENTIFY THE DISPLAY ADAPTOR
   - MOD-UNM Medium Universal Adaptor
   - MOD-UNL Large Universal Adaptor
   - ACC-V2X2 VESA® 200 x 200 adaptor

5. SELECT OPTIONAL SECURITY
   - ACC018 Security Fastener Pack
The Peerless-AV Ceiling Mount Kits include all of the components required to mount a projector from the ceiling. As part of the Peerless-AV Modular Series, it can be expanded with additional Modular accessories (sold separately) to accommodate virtually any custom configuration.

**INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS TO "BUILD YOUR OWN" SOLUTION**

1. **CHOOSE THE MOUNTING PLATE TYPE**
   - MOD-CPF Square Ceiling Plate
   - MOD-CPI I-Beam Ceiling Plate
   - MOD-CPC Cathedral Ceiling Plate

2. **SELECT THE POLE LENGTH & ACCESSORIES**
   - MOD-ADF Dual Pole Cosmetic Cover for MOD-CPF
   - MOD-ATD-W Trim Disc
   - MOD-APC Pole Coupler
   - MOD-ADP Pole Drill Fixture

3. **REQUIRED PROJECTOR ADAPTOR**
   - MOD-ATA(-W) 1.5" NPS Threaded PROJECTOR MOUNT Adaptor

4. **SELECT THE PROJECTOR MOUNT**
   - PRG-UNV(-W) PRGS Projector Mount
   - P12G-UNV(-W) PRGS Projector Mount
   - PJF2-UNV PJF2 Projector Mount

**EXTENSION POLES:**
- MOD-P100(-B): 39" (1m)
- MOD-P150(-B): 59" (1.5m)
- MOD-P200(-B): 78" (2m)
- MOD-P300(-B): 118" (3m)

**Modular Ceiling Plate Accessories:**
- MOD-CPC Cathedral Ceiling Plate
  - Can be angled up to 60° for use with vaulted or sloping ceilings

**PROJECTOR MOUNT CEILING KIT**

**MOD-PJF2KIT100-B/150-B**

Kit includes:
- (1) MOD-CPC Cathedral Ceiling Plate
- (1) MOD-P100-B/150-B Black Extension Pole
- (1) Universal Spider® Projector Mount Adaptor
  - PJF2 Projector Mount

Max Load 50lb (22kg)
FREE STANDING VIDEO WALL

This versatile free standing configuration is a fast and effective method to create an eye-catching video wall array in a wide range of applications and settings. When deployed for use in public spaces safety and security are assured with the ability to bolt the floor plate in place and the use of security screen attachment hardware fixings.

EXAMPLE KIT SHOWN FOR 2x2 LANDSCAPE VIDEO WALL WITH 2m HEIGHT CONSISTS OF:
2 x MOD-FPP2 : 4 x MOD-P200 : 4 x MOD-AWM2 : 4 x DS-VW765-LAND

INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS TO “BUILD YOUR OWN” SOLUTION

FLOOR/WALL PLATES
- MOD-FPP2
  Dual Pole Free Standing Floor Plate

EXTENSION POLES
- MOD-P100(-B)
  39" (1m) Extension Pole
- MOD-P150(-B)
  59" (1.5m) Extension Pole
- MOD-P200(-B)
  78" (2m) Extension Pole

DISPLAY MOUNTS
- MOD-ASC2
  Dual Pole Display Mount Stacking Clamp
- MOD-UNL2
  Large Universal Adaptor
- MOD-FPMS2
  Dual Pole Single Display Mount
- MOD-FPMD2
  Back-to-Back Display Mount

VIDEO WALL MOUNTS
- MOD-AWM2
  Wall Mount Adaptor
- DS-VW775
  Supreme Full Service Video Wall Mount
- DS-VW775-QR
  Supreme Full Service Video Wall Mount with Quick Release
- DS-VW765-LAND
  Video Wall Mount Universal for flat panel displays from 40" to 65" up to VESA® 700 x 400mm
- DS-VW765-LQR
  Full Service Video Wall Mount with Quick Release - Landscape

ACCESSORIES
- MOD-MBM*
  Medium Media Box
- MOD-MBL*
  Large Media Box
- MOD-ADF
  Pole Drill Fixture

*Compatible with MOD-FPMS2 Only
**FLOOR TO CEILING VIDEO WALL**

The ultimate solution for creating a large format video wall, where the only limitation is the distance from floor to ceiling. Add multiple screens onto each twin pole system and quickly position the displays with perfect alignment when using the Video Wall mount adaptors, with horizontal movement and 8-point micro adjustment for the ultimate fine tuning.

**EXAMPLE KIT SHOWN FOR 3x3 LANDSCAPE VIDEO WALL WITH 3m HEIGHT CONSISTS OF:**

6 x MOD-CPF2 : 6 x MOD-P300 : 9 x MOD-AWM2 : 9 x DS-VW765LQR

**INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS TO “BUILD YOUR OWN” SOLUTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLOOR/WALL PLATES</th>
<th>EXTENSION POLES</th>
<th>DISPLAY MOUNTS</th>
<th>VIDEO WALL MOUNTS</th>
<th>ACCESSORIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOD-CFP2 Dual Pole Square Ceiling/Floor Plate</td>
<td>MOD-P100(-B) 39” (1m) Extension Pole</td>
<td>MOD-ASC2 Dual Pole Display Mount Stacking Clamp</td>
<td>MOD-AWM2 Wall Mount Adaptor</td>
<td>MOD-MBM* Medium Media Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOD-ACF2 Dual Pole Cosmetic Cover</td>
<td>MOD-P150(-B) 59” (1.5m) Extension Pole</td>
<td>MOD-UNL2 Large Universal Adaptor</td>
<td>DS-VW775 Supreme Full Service Video Wall Mount</td>
<td>MOD-MBL* Large Media Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MOD-P200(-B) 78” (2m) Extension Pole</td>
<td>MOD-FPMS2 Dual Pole Single Display Mount</td>
<td>DS-VW775-QR Supreme Full Service Video Wall Mount with Quick Release</td>
<td>MOD-ADF Pole Drill Fixture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MOD-P300(-B) 118” (3m) Extension Pole</td>
<td>MOD-FPMD2 Back-to-Back Display Mount</td>
<td>DS-VW765-LAND Full Service Video Wall Mount - Landscape</td>
<td>MOD-APC Pole Coupler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DS-VW765-LQR Full Service Video Wall Mount with Quick Release - Landscape</td>
<td>*Compatible with MOD-FPMS2 Only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DS-VW765-LQR QUICK RELEASE**
Simple push release with full extension for simple access & maintenance

**MICRO-ADJUSTMENT**
8-point tool-less fine tuning ensures seamless display alignment

**HORIZONTAL SHIFT**
Lateral adjustment for flush display alignment

**MOD-P300 POLES**
3m 50mm diameter zinc poles

**DS-VW765-LQR**
Landscape Quick Release mount for flat panel displays from 46”

**MOD-AWM2**
Video Wall mount adaptor can be positioned at any point along the columns

**INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS TO “BUILD YOUR OWN” SOLUTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLOOR/WALL PLATES</th>
<th>EXTENSION POLES</th>
<th>DISPLAY MOUNTS</th>
<th>VIDEO WALL MOUNTS</th>
<th>ACCESSORIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOD-CFP2 Dual Pole Square Ceiling/Floor Plate</td>
<td>MOD-P100(-B) 39” (1m) Extension Pole</td>
<td>MOD-ASC2 Dual Pole Display Mount Stacking Clamp</td>
<td>MOD-AWM2 Wall Mount Adaptor</td>
<td>MOD-MBM* Medium Media Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOD-ACF2 Dual Pole Cosmetic Cover</td>
<td>MOD-P150(-B) 59” (1.5m) Extension Pole</td>
<td>MOD-UNL2 Large Universal Adaptor</td>
<td>DS-VW775 Supreme Full Service Video Wall Mount</td>
<td>MOD-MBL* Large Media Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MOD-P200(-B) 78” (2m) Extension Pole</td>
<td>MOD-FPMS2 Dual Pole Single Display Mount</td>
<td>DS-VW775-QR Supreme Full Service Video Wall Mount with Quick Release</td>
<td>MOD-ADF Pole Drill Fixture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MOD-P300(-B) 118” (3m) Extension Pole</td>
<td>MOD-FPMD2 Back-to-Back Display Mount</td>
<td>DS-VW765-LAND Full Service Video Wall Mount - Landscape</td>
<td>MOD-APC Pole Coupler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DS-VW765-LQR Full Service Video Wall Mount with Quick Release - Landscape</td>
<td>*Compatible with MOD-FPMS2 Only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FLOOR TO WALL VIDEO WALL SYSTEM

Sturdy, secure and adaptable the Floor-to-Wall configuration is the ideal solution for creating a video wall in many applications from retail spaces and sales floors to corporate receptions and hotel lobbies. A full range of adjustment in the wall plate and video wall mount ensure that any number of displays can be perfectly aligned for a truly seamless appearance.

INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS TO “BUILD YOUR OWN” SOLUTION

EXAMPLE KIT SHOWN FOR 3x2 PORTRAIT VIDEO WALL WITH 3m HEIGHT CONSISTS OF:
3 x MOD-CPF2 : 3 x MOD-WP2 : 6 x MOD-P300 : 6 x MOD-AWM2 : 6 x DS-VW775
For over 75 years, passion and innovation continue to drive Peerless-AV® forward. We proudly design and manufacture the highest quality products, ranging from outdoor displays to complete kiosk solutions, digital signage mounts to wireless systems. Whether a full-scale global deployment or custom project, Peerless-AV develops meaningful relationships and delivers world-class service. In partnership with Peerless-AV, you are trusting an award-winning team of experts who will support your business every step of the way.

For more information, visit peerless-av.com.